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Abstract 
Barua (1992) studied a hierarchy &?,, (n = 1,2,3,. . .), where %?n is a class of w-regular sets 
which are decomposed into n rational Ga sets forming a decreasing sequence. On the other hand, 
Kaminski (1985) defined a hierarchy B, (m = 1,2,3,. .), where B, is a class of w-regular sets 
which are decomposed into 2m rational Ga sets not necessarily forming a decreasing sequence. 
We prove that %?zn = B, in spite of the difference of defining conditions. 
1. Introduction 
Since the original work by Biichi [2], many creative studies on o-languages 
have been accomplished (cf. [4,6,8,9]). Among them, Landweber [6] clarified a 
close relation between classes of w-languages defined on the Bore1 hierarchy of fi- 
nite order and acceptance conditions of finite automata scanning on w-sequences. 
Ten years after Landweber [6], Wagner [lo] researched various complexities induced 
from o-languages such as (I), where all Ai’s and &‘s are o-languages accepted 
by deterministic Biichi-automata. Hereafter, we call Ai, B; the component sets 
of L. 
L = c (Ai - Bi) (1) 
i=l 
Recently, by applying the resolution theorem of ambiguous sets to 2 (cf. [5, Sec- 
tion 37.111]), Barna [l] constructed a hierarchy of w-regular sets & (n = 1,2,3,. . .). 
gn+l (n 2 0) is the class of o-languages L satisfying (iv) of the following proposi- 
tion. 
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Proposition (Barua [l, Theorem 3.31). Let L C C” be an w-language on a finite al- 
phabet C. Then the followings are equivalent: 
(i) L is o-regular; 
(ii) L is a jinite union of difSerences of rational G6 sets; 
(iii) L is a jinite disjoint union of difSerences of rational GJ sets; 
(iv) There exists a decreasing sequence Go > G1 > . . . > G, of rational Gg sets such 
that 
L= Ij (Gi-G~+I). 
i : even 
Here we focus on the difference between (ii) and (iv) of the proposition. In (ii) 
an o-language L takes the form given in (l), which is discussed by Kaminski [3], 
and Thomas [9]. Note that the component sets Al,Bl,. . .,A,,B, in form (1) are not 
necessarily linearly ordered w.r.t. the inclusion relation, whereas the component sets 
Go,Gi,..., G, in (iv) are in decreasing order. Therefore, the following problem arises. 
What kinds of relations are there between an index m in the form (1) and an index n 
in (iv) of the proposition? 
In Section 2 we prepare basic definitions and notations. In Section 3, as a solution 
to the above-mentioned problem, we show the following theorem. 
Theorem. L is in 9&.,,, if and only if L is expressed in the form (1). 
Incidentally, we investigate reciprocal relations among some classes after obtaining 
this theorem. 
2. Preliminaries and background 
Let C be an alphabet containing at least two elements. We denote the set of all 
words over C including the empty word E by C*. C* without E is denoted by C+. 
Let o be the set of all natural numbers. A mapping from w to C is called an CD- 
word over Z. By Cw we denote the set of all o-words over C. An o-word CI E 
Co is written as a = aeat a2 . . . where Cli = a(i) (i = 0, 1,2,. . .). We call a subset 
of c* (P, resp.) a language (o-language) over C. For A &Z* and B C C* U P, 
the catenation of A and B, AB and the o-power of AW are defined as usual. For 
x E C* and z E C* U P, the relation x < z means z = xy for some y E C* U 
P. 
Definition 2.1. For each x E C*, we define an open base for x as follows: 
N, = {CCEP Ix <cI}. 
An o-language A C Cw is an open set of the product topology on Co if A = UxEB N, 
for some B C C*. An o-language is closed if its complement is open. Let G (F) 
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denote the set of all open (closed) sets. F, (Ga) is the set of all denumerable unions 
(intersections) of closed (open) sets, Gs, (F,s) is the set of all denumerable unions 
(intersections) of Ga (F,) sets, respectively. The rest of the Bore! hierarchy is defined 
in the same manner (cf. [7]). 
Definition 2.2. A C-table is a quadruple A4 = (Q, C, 6, qo), where Q is a finite set of 
states, 6 is a mapping 6: Q x C + Q, and the domain of 6 is extended from Q x C to 
Q x C* in the usual manner, and qo E Q is an initial state. 
For a given C-table M = (Q, C,S,qo), q E Q, and u f C+, we define R(q,u) = 
{S(q, u) / v < u}, “$$4= (R(q,u) /6(q,u)=q far some UEZ’), and $&%I) = uqEe &$. 
Definition 2.3. Given a C-table M = (Q, 2, S,qo} and an o-word a E Co, the rm Y 
of A4 on a is a mapping from o to Q such that r(0) = qo, r(n + 1) = d(r(n),cc(n)) 
for n 3 0. Then we define a set of states occurring infinitely many times while A4 runs 
on 01E.P, as Zn(a,M) = {q E & 1 card(r-l(q))= NO}. Note that Zn(a,M) is always in 
8(M). 
Given a finite automaton (M,F), where A4 = (Q, C, 6, qo) is a C-table and F is a 
subset of Q, we call the u-language L( (M, F)) = (v. E CU f Zn(a, M) fl F # $} (which 
is Biichi-accepted by (Iw, F) ) a rational Gd set. A rational F, set is a set whose 
complement is a rational G6 set. 
For a given C-table M = (Q, C, 6,qo) and a family of state sets S C S@(M), we 
call (44,9) a Muller automaton. Given a Muller automaton fM,P), we define the 
o-language Muller-accepted by (M, F) as L( (M, 5)) = {a E P 1 Zn(a, 44) E 9”). 
Kaminski [3] studied the following four classes. 
Definition 2.4. (a) L E RB, (n 2 1) 
8% There exist rational Gs sets AI,&,..., A,_], B,_ 1, A, such that 
B-1 
L= IJ (Ai-Bi)UA,. 
i=I 
(b) LEB, (n>I) 
8% There exist rational GJ sets A1 ,B,, . . . ,A,, B,, such that 
L = ;1 (Aj _Bj). 
r=l 
(c) LELB, (nZ 1) 
& There exist rational 
L=B,“ij (Aj-Bj). 
i=2 
G6 sets BI,A~,B~ ,..., A,,B, such that 
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(d) LELRB, (n22) 
8% There exist rational Ga sets B1,A2,B2,...,An-I,B~-~,A~ such that 
n-1 
L = B1 U u (Ai - Bi) u A,. 
i=2 
Let Y = 9(M) - 9r for a given Muller automaton (A4,9). Then the following 
theorem holds, according to [3, 2.12 Theorem, 2.11 Definition, and 3.8 Lemma]. 
Theorem 2.5. For n 2 0 the following hold: 
(a) L(@f,fl))~Rk+~ 
+-+~[3Fl,..., F,+IEB 3G I,..., G,+,E% (FIcG1c.. 
(b) L((W@-_))EB,+I 
+-+ 1[3F,, . . . , Fn+2 E 9 3G1,. . . , G,,+i E $9 (F, c GI c . . 
Cc> L((M~)ELB,+~ 
- ~[3Fl,..., F,+lEF ~GI,..., G,+,E~ (G, cF1 c.. 
(4 L((M~_))ELRB,+~ 
++l[gF~,..., F,+IEB ZIGI,..., G”+zE~ (GlcF1c.. 
where c denotes the strict inclusion. 
c Fn+t c &+I >I 
c G+l c Fn+2)1 
c G+l c Fn+l >I 
cFn+~ c G+2)1, 
By the Biichi-McNaughton theorem, we conclude that any w-regular set is in Fas n 
GaO. Accordingly we define a class .!X’n (n > 1) of o-regular sets under the stimulus of 
the expansion theorem in [5, Section 37.1111 as studied by Barua [l]. 
Definition 2.6. For each n 20, L is in %$+I iff there is a decreasing sequence of 
rational Ga sets GO > Gi > . . . > G, such that 
L= fi (Gi-Gi+i). 
i : even 
Here if n is even, let G,+i = 4. Go, Gi,. . . , G,, are called the component sets of L. 
Then the following hierarchy is obtained. 
Theorem 2.7 (Barua [l, Theorem 6.31). 
WlCL?Z2C~3CLZ!4C.... 
3. Equivalence between the Kaminski hierarchy and the Barua hierarchy 
In this section, for each m > 1 we newly define a class _9’,,, which is the dual class 
of the Barua class 5&. We then show that the Barua class 9&, is identical with RB, 
or B, for some n > 1, according as m is odd or even. Similar results can be obtained 
with Y,,,, LB,, and LRB,+, instead of &?,,,, RB,, and B,. 
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Definition 3.1. Consider a Muller automaton (A4, X), where M = (Q, C, 6, qo) and 
YE’ G 9(M). We define g(X) and ‘X(2) as follows: 
@(X)={HrUHz)HrEXnJkl, andi&EA$forsomeqEQ}, 
%‘(~)={H11JH2~H2~Hl andHrE&nJll, andHzEA$ forsomeqEQ}. 
Note that 6?(H) = %?(.%)U 2, and recall that J& is a set of nonempty subsets of Q. 
Definition 3.2. Fix a natural number n 3 0. For a Muller automaton (M, %), let Y = 
9?(M) - %. Then we inductively define %;, 3 (i = 0, 1, . . . , n) as follows: 
Basis: %I) = ?(%), 590 = s!?(9) 
Inductive step: Fori=O,l,..., n-1,set 
%+, = @(% n Xi), s+, = @(cq n L%), 
i 
F if i is odd, 
Xi = 
9 if i is even. 
In Theorem 3.4, Barua [l] has obtained (a) and (b) for the class Lz@~. On the other 
hand, Kaminski [3] obtained (a)-(d) as seen in Theorem 2.5. Thus we define a class Y,, 
as the dual class of gn. 
Definition 3.3. For each n 2 0 we define LZ,,+t as follows: 
L is in .Y’,+r $f L is in gn+r. 
Theorem 3.4. For n 3 0 the following hold. 
(a) L((M,%))E92n+, zy %22n nY = Cp. 
(b) L((M%))E~2n+2 ifs %2n+l n 9 = 4. 
Cc) L((M,%))EJZ&+l ifs 9L r-I% = 6. 
(d) L((M, 9) 1 E 32n+2 $7. %“+I f-l 93 = 4. 
Proof. (a) and (b) are due to Barua [l, Theorem 5.11. Since (a) and (b) hold, (c) and 
(d) are proved as follows. 
(c): From (a) 
%2n n 9 = 4 ifs L((M,%))EB~~+~, 
ifs L((M,%))E&+l, 
ifs L((M5q)E92n+l. 
Replacing 9 by %, and consequently, %2,, by 9?2,,, we obtain 
sn n% = 4 ifs L((M,%))E~~~+~. 
(d): From (b), we obtain (d) by the same argument as (c). q 
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Our main result is Theorem 3.8. In order to show Theorem 3.8, we first state 
Lemma 3.5 and then prove Theorem 3.6 which implies Corollary 3.7. Using the defi- 
nitions we immediately obtain the following 
Lemma 3.5. For n 2 0 
(a) 9&+1 C R&,+1, 
(b) 92n+2 c: J&+1, 
Cc) 92,+1 !L L%+I, 
(4 92n+2 G LR&+2. 
Theorem 3.6. For n 2 0 the following relations hold: 
(4 V/GE% [GEF~,, + 
3F ,,..., F,,,,E.~ 3G ,,..., G,E~ (F, cG, c.. 
(b) ‘dF69 [FE&,,+~ + 
3F I,..., F,,,, ~9 3G ,,..., G,+, ~9 (F, c G, c 
(c) VFE~ [FEDS,, -+ 
3F I,..., F,EP ICI ,..., G,+IE~ (Gl CFI c.. 
(d) VGE~ [GE%,,+, --+ 
3F,, . . . , F,+, ~9 IG,,. . . , G,+IE~ (G cF1 c 
c F,+I c G)l, 
. . c F,+I c G+l c 01, 
c G+I c F)l, 
. . c Gn+l c F,+I c @I. 
Proof. (c) [(d)] is the dual version of (a) [(b)]. Since (a) is proved in the same 
manner as (b), we show (b) by induction on n 20. 
Basis: Fix FE 9 arbitrarily, and assume FE PI. Since PI = %(9,, n 3) = U(Fo n 
9) U (90 n ‘S), F E ‘~?(Fc, f? 9) or F E 555, n 9. If F E Fo f’ 3, then F E 9, i.e., 
F $ 97 But this is a contradiction. Therefore FE U(90 n 93). Accordingly, we obtain 
the implication 
(The details are the same as the following inductive step.) 
Inductive step: Let (b) hold for an arbitrary n > 0. Then fix F E 9 arbitrarily, and 
assume F E &cn+ I)+ 1. By the same argument as Basis, we conclude FE %‘(9$,+IyV). 
Then we obtain the following implications. 
FE W92(n+l) n w 
+ ~PEQ 3G,+2 3 W = Gn+2 u Y A Y !Z G+2 A G+2 E (F2n+2 n 9) 
flAp A YEA+q 
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--f 3G,,q ~23 3peQ 3F,,+2 3X 
[G+2 c F A G+2 = Fn+2 U X A X $L Fn+2 A Fn+2 E (92n+l n S> n Ap 
AXEJ@p] 
+ 3Fn+2 E 9 3G+2 E 9 (Fn+2 E 922n+1 A Fn+2 c Gn+2 c F) 
f 3F,,..., F,+I,F,ME% ~G~,...,G,+I,G~+~E~ 
(F, c G1 c.. . c F,+l c G,+l c Fn+2 c Gn+2 c 0 
(The implication f follows from the inductive hypothesis.) This completes the in- 
duction. Therefore (b) holds. 0 
We can infer Corollary 3.7 from Theorem 3.6, because (2) below is logically true: 
If VHES [P(H) -+ Q(H)], then 3H, ES P(H1) -+ 3H2 ES? Q(H2). (2) 
Corollary 3.7. For each n 20, the following hold: 
(a) If %2,, n 9 # 4, then 
3F ,,..., F,,+,E~ ~GI,..., G,,+IE% (F~cG,c.‘.cF,+~cG,+,). 
(b) V%2n+1 n % # 4, then 
iIF,,..., F,,I,F~+zE% ~GI,...,G,+I E@J 
(F, c Gl c . . . cF,+I c&+1 cFn+2). 
(c) Zf g2,, n % # 4, then 
~FI,..., F~+,EY ~GI,..., G,,+IE~’ (GlcF, c...cG~+~ cF,+,). 
(4 @-~2n+1 n 59 # 4, then 
3F,,..., F,+IE% ~GI,...,G,+I,G~+zE~ 
(Gl c FI c. . . c &+I c Fn+l c Gn+2). 
We derive the main results by means of Theorem 2.5, Corollary 3.7, Theorem 3.4, 
and Lemma 3.5. 
Theorem 3.8. For n 30 
(a) R&+1 = %n+~y 
(b) &+I = 992n+2, 
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Cc> L&+I = 3’2n+1, 
(4 J-J&+2 = 32n+2. 
Proof. We give a proof of (b), since the proofs of (a), (c), and (d) are similar. 
Let us consider a Muller automaton (M, 9). We then derive the following implica- 
tions. 
(1) by Theorem 2.5, 
(2) by Corollary 3.7, 
(3) by Theorem 3.4. 
Thus B ,,.+I (I S&,+2. The reverse inclusion is due to Lemma 3.5. q 
By Theorem 3.8 we conclude that the requisite decreasing condition for the compo- 
nent sets of w-languages in .gn, 9, is not an essential property for constructing these 
w-languages. However, when we consider the four classes RB,,B,,LB,, and LRB,+i, 
it is possible for the component sets to possess the decreasing property, if occasion 
demands. 
By the way, the Barua hierarchy 9& (n = 1,2,3,. . .) is composed of w-regular 
sets whose component sets are all multiplicative (Ga), as in Definition 2.6. Hence, by 
replacing the multiplicative sets by the additive (F,) sets, we define two classes of 
o-regular sets whose component sets are all rational F,. 
Definition 3.9. For each n 30, we define R,+I,L,,I of w-regular sets as follows, 
(i) L is in R,+i ifs there exist rational F, sets Fo, FI, . . . , F, such that 
Fo > F1 > . . .> F, and L = l-l;: even (Fi - Fi+l ), where 
if n is even, let F,+I = 4. 
(ii) L is in L,+i isf z is in R,+i. 
From the definitions, we immediately obtain the following lemmas. 
Lemma 3.10. For n 2 1 
(a> =Z C %+I, 
@I Ra C b-i, 
(cl r, CLn+l. 
These inclusions turn out to be proper in Theorem 3.13. In the following, we study 
the relations among four classes .!J&Z’~,R,, and L,. 
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LB1--- LR& _.+ LB*---- LRBB --* LB3---- LRBd ---LB*---- “’ 
II II II II II II 
Ll - & - Gi - c4 - 1’ _)... Ls - cs - CT 
II II II II II II II 
Rl - LZ - R3 - L4 - %--- L? - R, - .. 
L1 - Rz - L3 -a-----CL5 -RG- L7 A... 
II II II II II II II 
R, _____G _____ jv3 __.* IJ24 *& ---* G ---- R7-----... 
II II II II II II II 
RB1____B1 . ..a RB2 ..-+ Bz ---+ RB3---- BS ---* RBI ---*“’ 
Fig, 1, The arrows ,,& here express strict inclusion. --+ shows already known results. --+ shows new res”‘ts. 
Lemma 3.11. For n 2 1 
(a) Rz,, = 9&, 
(b) R2n-1 = 3’2,-1, 
(cl L2n = 32m 
(4 L2n-1 = 92n-1. 
Lemma 3.12. For any n 3 1 
(a) R, = %+I ifs L, = L,+t , 
(b) ,@,z = gn+r ifs yn = y,+t. 
Theorem 3.13. For n> 1 
(a) Bn C B1+l, 
(b) % c gn+r, 
(c) R, c &+I, 
(d) L, c L~+I. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.10, it suffices to show that the inclusions are strict. 
(a) The assertion follows from Theorem 2.7 [ 1, Theorem 6.31. 
(b) Suppose Y,, = .Yn+t for some n 2 1. Then we would have 9~‘~ = .%?n+t from 
Lemma 3.12 (b). This contradicts (a). 
(c) Suppose R, = R,,+I for some even n 2 1. Then we have Bn+t = L,+l = L, = 
9n c 9n+1 = Rn+l = R, = B,, by Lemmas 3.11 and 3.12. This contradicts (a). Hence 
R, c R,+t for any even n > 1. The proof can be given similarly for odd n 2 1. 
Cd) If L = L+l for some n>l, then we have R, = R,+I by Lemma 3.12 (a). 
This contradicts (c). 0 
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4. Concluding remarks 
We summa~ze our results in Fig. 1. It shows that the hierarchy studied by Wagner 
[IO] and Kaminski [3] coincides with that studied by Barua [I]. The Kaminski hierarchy 
is based on the density of designated state sets of Muller automata. On the other 
hand, the Barua hierarchy is based on classical descriptive set theory. Since these two 
hierarchies coincide in spite of the different backgrounds, we can conclude that the 
classes form a stable hierarchy of o-regular sets. 
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